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Editorial

"Free cable" comes at a high-price

During the past week, Honda has began publicizing its
newest piece of technology, ASIMO. ASIMO, an 18-year
project, is the "world's most advance humanoid robot." It's
new, it's cool, it's going to cost people their jobs.
Honda has created a robot that recognizes voices and
faces, and moves like a human. In an advertisement, Honda
says that ASIMO is a development toward making "our
world a better place." But is it really going to improve

things?
On one hand, ASIMO is a great idea. It's a technological
advancement that creators believe will help people. ASIMO
will be just like a member of the family, only more helpful.
It will carry your soup, push your shopping cart and help
you with your household chores.
But how long will it be until ASIMO starts costing people
their jobs? A robot is no equal for a compassionate helper
with feelings. As soon as the robot becomes affordable,
it becomes more available to the masses. It's hard to
anticipate how soon this will happen, but is there really a
way to plan for it?
What if ASIMO is more efficient because it doesn't have
emotions? Everyone is used to emotions complicating
things what if the humanoid robot industry booms because
these robots simply do the tasks they're programmed to do?
Yes, there is still a need for helpers, and perhaps this
robot is a solution to a lack of human beings willing to take
on these tasks, but will the robots replace the humans that
are still employed in such fields?
It's amazing how human beings can develop products to
help, but not always forsee the effects the products have
on the way society works. How soon until people have
ASIMO fetching their chips because they're too lazy to get
away from the television? If people are willing to pay that
much, this could be a very unhealthy development for them
in the long run.
In their ad, Honda says "we're building a dream, one
robot at a time." This robot is meant for things greater than
serving a couch potato; it's meant for people who need it.
It will be interesting to see what ways people use ASIMO,
interesting to see how they will depend on a man-made
creation for help rather than each other.
-
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Mike Gilmore
Staff Columnist
Recently it has come to my attention that Seattle
University spends approximately $18,000 a month
for cable for Campion Tower alone.
This staggering amount of money allows students
to stay indoors, allow their brains to decay by watching the never-ceasing array of visually stunning content-free programming that invades our households,
and helps keep housing costs high and community
involvement low.
Why does Seattle University need to have "free
cable?" When I lived on campus, I didn't have a
television in my room, but I still paid for my "free
cable." I have been told the reason for our transition
to "free cable" is to "keep competitive" with other
schools similar to Seattle University.
There are many other ways we can stay competitive,
and they do not involve paying a media conglomerate
hundreds of thousands of dollars to saturate the minds
of our youth with fluff and .flotsam.
I attended Gonzaga University my freshman year
and found that free cable helped keep students in
their rooms watching the Real World or Temptation
Island. What students do in their free-time is not my
concern. I do have a problem with the fact that so
much money is spent on a service that benefits the
university so little.
How could thatmoney be better spent? I have a few
ideas: replace the furniture in the student lounges on
every floor in Campion, Bellarmine and Xavier. The
decrepit and crusty "couches" we reluctantly sit on

have served their time and need to go.
Also, this $ 18,000 couldbe used for student groups
desperately in need of funding to provide excellent
activities and opportunities to explore Seattle, go
camping, sponsor student-led dinners, or most importantly, RENOVATE BATHROOM FACILITIES.
We could finally buy a change machine/campus
card machine for the laundry rooms, install communal refrigerators in the lounges, or even use the
money to provide students with opportunities to serve
Seattle in a variety of ways.
Rather, we pay to watch Fox News and VHI.
Where is the logic in this funnel of wasted money?
It is possible my opinion on this matter is in the
minority and that SU students spend time together
watching their favorite programs and building a community, just as Residence Life and Housing would
have hoped.
I am skeptical however and fondly remember the
old days when students who benefited from cable
paid for cable out of their own pockets. Currently,
the costs of cable are shared by all, regardless of their
desire to watch TV.
In Economics 271, we have learned about opportunity cost, and the costs of cable are too high
for me to stomach. Someday I hope the University
realizes that cable television is something students
can provide for themselves, by those who demand it
and are willing to shell out the cash.
Mike Gilmore is a juniorpolitical science
major. Send comments and feedback to Mike at
gilmorem@seattleu.edu

Financial aid restrictions hurt students
Many students sacrifice education to pay for college
Johannes Ariens
Staff Columnist
The financial aid system currently
in place is one that can easily result
in having worse debt in the long run
due to regulations boxing students
into not working. Subsequently
students frequently end up either
quitting school to work or have to
start their financially independent
career sunk in debt from credit
cards or student loans. This is not to
discredit the importance offinancial
aid; it is a necessary part of society,
but rather to point out some flaws
that make it close to impossible for
some people to hold on to financial
aid once they've got it.
In most cases, financial aid works
under the agreement that the student
must hold full time status in order to
receive the aid. For many students on
financial aid, this conundrum makes
things difficult, especially those who
are receiving only partial funding
and are required to make up the
balance on their own. This group is
stuck in a rather harsh cycle where
they must either cut back quality at
both work and school to pull off doing both or quit one of the two. That
is the thing with financial aid; most
people on it need it, and wouldn't be
here without it. These are frequently
the ones that must also have jobs to
pay their rent and are basically on
their own to get by.
In order to receive financial aid
it must be proven that the people
(parents/guardians) claiming you
on their taxes would be unable to
pay for your school without funding on some level. This generally
means that if a student is having
some of their school paid for, more
money must be sought to make up
the balance, pay the rent, buy food,
etc. It was already proven that your
parents can't afford to do this, so the

student usually must either find work
or get a good credit card to live off.
The large flaw is the States apparent
inability to give financial aid to part
time status students.
A more effective distribution system would award the same amount
of money to full time as it would to
part time students, but simply divide
it differently. Part time students
could receive aid spread out over
a longer period of time. This way,
students that are receiving financial
aid many of whom are on their
own would not have to cut back
their work, quit attending school, or
go in to debt whichis quite possibly
why their parents were applicable
for the aid in the first place. Part
time status would allow students
to be financially independent while
in school, which can in turn afford
-

-

them the ability to take longer to
finish since they won't be under the
burden ofharsh debts.
This would do more than save students money. The state and federal
governments would also stand to
benefit greatly by having the ability
to cut back financial aid output for
part time students. The dramatic
increase ofincome among working
part time students would decrease
the need for so much financial aid.
Many wouldbe able to become completely free of the need for financial
aid, or at least much closer, while
still maintaining a positive financial
account and making the rent.
Johannes Ariens is a junior
communications major. Send
feedback and comments to
Johannes at ariensj@seattleu.edu
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Possible deployment to Iran RANT

Loud, distracting workers in Pigott

Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
So let me get this straight. It
took the US government just
about six months to realize Saddam Hussein's Iraqi government
possessed a "clear and present
danger" to the US, yet it has been
almost three years since North
Korea claimed they had nuclear
weapons and the US government has only labeled them as
part of the "axis of evil." On
top of that it has been just over
two years since President Bush
declared to the nation that Iran
was actively pursuing Weapons
of Mass Destruction during a
State of the Union address, yet
we have not engaged any of these
real threats.
In the wake of the democratic
elections in Iraq and the proposed
exit strategies of the US military,
the increasing threat from Iran far from danger, an air and agents per year. At least with Iran
has invaded the front pages of ground attack into the heavily we know there would be a "clear
guarded western front would and present danger" to US forces
every major newspaper.
result
and we wouldn't have to worry
If we look back to Afghanistan,
in numerous casaulties.
that
President
Bush
will about certain Democratic senait feels like we've been through
I hope
this before. As the Taliban were not let his ego get in the way of a tors flip-flopping on the issue of
contained to a few certain areas, decision that will send our troops intervention.
But, in response to rumors
US forces redeployed to Turkey, to yet another war zone.
Saudia Arabia and Germany in
The possibilites are endless. about the US planning an attack
case a war with Iraq erupted. An all-out attack on Iran by US on Iran, President Bush remarked
forces alone would not be enough that those rumors are "just not the
Although there were major National Guard and Reserve actito suppress the 7 million member truth." However, what are we as
vations in the US, a majority of citizen army of Iran. With great Americans supposed to think, esour forces were already in the losses coming from Coalition pecially after statements made by
area and positioned to make a forces in Iraq, its doubtful that a Bush concerning Iraq prior to the
three-pronged attack. Could the strong Coalition could be formed invasion in March of 2003? We
US government decide to use
considering the viable threat of would have to be naive to think
that there are no military plans in
Iraq and Afghanistan as forward chemical, biological and possioperating bases for an attack bly nuclear attacks from Iranian place for an attack on Iran.
on Iran? It's possible, but not a forces.
According to the Federation Kevin Curley is a junior
smart idea.
of
American Scientists website, journalism major. Sendfeedback
Although an attack in the east
from Afghanistan would allow Iran has the capability to produce and comments to Kevin at
US Forces to establish airbases several hundred tons of chemical curleyk@seattleu.edu

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Academic advisors give students bad advice, hamper grades
Dear Editor:
I am writing to you today because I am concerned
about some recent academic advice I received at SUadvice that I think is terribly bad-and what I see as
an even greater problem here at SU.
Recently I met with my advisor to discuss a grade
I was receiving in a class. I have a good GPA at SU,
and because I was unhappy with the grade and felt
I had legitimate concerns, I met with my advisor to
discuss it and my options. A few days later I also
met with the professor who gave me the grade and
both my advisor and the professor had the same
reaction.
Both ofthem told me that I shouldn'tbe concerned
about an A-.
Now, before the entire student body leaps on me
and pummels me senseless, let me share with you
why I was concerned (and still am concerned) about
the grade and why I now have even greater concerns
about the advice being doled out at SU. It isn't just
because I thought my complaint had merit-it did
-and it turns out the professor involved is helping
me work things out.
At most universities, an A- is a 3.9 on a 4.0 scale.
But not at Seattle University. Here an A- is a 3.7. So,
a hardworking student pushes to succeed in a class
at this university and, to anyone outside looking at
a transcript, appears to have earned a B+ when, in
fact, they earned a Seattle University A-. Why does
this matter you may be asking? It matters because
some of us have to work very, very hard in order to
attend this school. We don't have parents or personal

OF THE WEEK:

wealth to pay for it and scholarships are almost
entirely based on academics. Some of us also work
our backsides off in class, trying to offer the very
best ofour intellectual product so that we can obtain
the best grades possible in order to further ourselves
once we have graduated. In other words, some of us
really do care about our grades.
But even more disturbing to me is the fact that, at
least in my experience thus far, my advisor the person who should be supporting me and attempting to
draw out the best ofme—is not at all concerned about
me doing my best In fact, my advisor responded
to my concern in a fashion that felt more like an
insulting dismissal than a concerned professional
attempting to help.
So, now I have to wonderhow many students who
are trying, who really do care about their grades and
their future, have been dismissed or disregarded by
their advisors or other SU professionals. How many
of us are not being encouraged and supported to give
the best we have to our university and are instead
being told that we shouldn't concern ourselves with
our grades, especially when we reach a particular region of GPA or grade scale. Frankly, I fail to see why
my GPA matters. The professionals at this university
are paid enough by all of us to provide us with the
support and encouragement no matter how well we
are doing, and they should be doing that whether we
have a 2.5 or a 4.0.
-A Concerned Student
(Name of student withheld to avoid conflicts
between advisor and advisee)
-

William Hurd
Photo Editor
So I'm sitting in class, taking
notes on biology and what happens.
The groundbegins to quake a little
bit. My first instinct, it's an earthquake. No, it's not an earthquake,
it's the construction being done in
pigott. Why in the world are they
doing construction during school
hours. If your taking a test thishas
obviously has to be a distraction.
Why can't they do the construction
later in the evening or at night?
It's irritating to hear the noise
while I'm trying to focus in class,
which is already a challenge. They
should try to do construction at
a time when most people will be
unaffected. Imagine what it it was
like living in Bellarmine during the
2001-02 school year. At this time
construction on the student center
was being done. Assuming that
the work would start at 7 am For
some people with morning classes
then this would have been a great

wakeup. What about those students
who had the luxury of a class at a
later time. They would have been
woken up at this time also. Is it
fair to them?No! They could have
agreed on a time that would havebenefited everyone involved.
Most people are paying most of
their tuition, so the school should
try to make this accomodation benefit the students. The construction
work needs to be done but at the
times they choose to do it benefits

people.
I know that it is better to havs
the construction workers doing the
job from 9-5. But ifthey work the
graveyard hours then it can also
benefit them. Workers would still
be able to see their families during
the day and the students won't have
to dealwith the distraction ofnoise
and the building shaking while they
are taking a test.

Will Hurd is a junior social
work major. Sendfeedback
and comments to Will at
hurdwl@seattleu.edu

Connolly Center in
need of serious help
Lauren Padgett
Staff Columnist

The size of the workout area is
completely disproportionate to the
number of people who frequent it.
Overall Connolly needs to expand
from being a small, claustrophobic box to an upstanding gym that
offers its patrons only the best of
equipment.
The weight room at the Connolly Center is too small, too old
and too hot. Yes, hot. The kind of
hot that makes you want to die of
heat stroke while you are running.
A couple of fans buzz around
the florescent lit room, but it is
not nearly enough to cool down
with, especially when you are
sandwiched in between two other
sweaty people.
Why there is no available air
conditioning in that building no
one can say for sure. Another
Connolly mystery is the broken
treadmill and Elliptical machine.
They have never been fixed, even
though these machines remain the
most popular.
Free-weights and muscle-training machines at Connolly are not
just old, they are dangerous. You
have to buy a weight pin to even
use the weight machines! Some
of the machines look like they
are about to fall apart and are
unstable.
The Connolly Center caters to
so many that its renovation is absolutely necessary. The administration has declared that Connolly
will be remodeled soon, but what
are we all to do in the meantime?
The bottom line is that the gym
should have never gotten to the
condition it is in now.

My New Year's resolution involves me, my trusty iPOD and
a treadmill. I am well aware that
getting "in shape" is an overdone
resolution.
Each year I proclaim that this
will be the year, and in November
when I'm eating Doritos with sour
cream in front of the TV I remember my deluded self on the eve
of a new beginning that slowly
began to disintegrate.
This year, it is going to be
different. I am going to make a
commitment to myself that Jared
from Subway would be proud
of. As the days pass and a month
has gone by since New Year's
Eve, I have found myself actually
walking down Cherry Street from
Campion Hall to sweat it out in
the gym. Along the way I have
realized that the entire Seattle
University community has the
same resolution.
In fact, every time I walk
through the turnstile at the Connolly Center I groan. It is not because of the intense workout I am
about to commence, but because
there are three people ahead of me
waiting to start their workout, too.
For the hundreds of students who
use Connolly and for the extended
network of SU employees and
others able to access it, a handful
of machines just isn't enough.
You can hear the squeaking
of the middle Elliptical machine
before you even walk into the
weight room, and all three of
the nice treadmills are taken. It
doesn't matter what time of the Lauren Padgett is afreshman
day it is or if it's a Saturday night; journalism major. Sendfeedback
Connolly is at full capacity at all and comments to Lauren at
padgettl @seattleu. edu
times.
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Students

Hunger Banquet provides food for thought
getting more food after

this," said Rachel Akau,

portest

unfair labor
practices
Lindsay Dittmer
Guest Writer
Do you think about who makes your clothes?
Is your daily cup of joe made with coffee beans
from a farmer that is paid enough to put food
on the table? Where did the tomatoes in your
taco come from?
These may not be thoughts that run through
the average American's mind, but there is a
small group of Seattle University students on
campus working to change that.
For freshman TJ Sheehy and sophomore
Aimee Khuu, efforts to raise awareness about
injustices in the labor industry took them to
Austin, Texas, for a conference to learn more
about how to get people to think about fair
abor.
"The power of the University is huge; that
s why the student body has to get involved,"
Sheehy of movements on college campuses
end exploitation of workers in sweat shops
nd farms.
Sheehy and Khuu, both political science ma>rs, attended an annual conference in Austin
ut on by United Students Against Sweatshops,
q international student movement fighting for

!aid

>

workers' rights.

They joined students from around the couny, which meant "the most zealous activists
onverging in Texas," as Khuu described the
roup.
Everyone at the USAS conference participated in a protest on the campus of University
of Texas Austin. The protest was part of the
nation-wide "Boot the Bell" campaign against
Taco Bell.
Students are boycotting Taco Bell because
workers in. Florida are paid only 40 to 45
cents for every 32 pound bag of tomatoes they
pick.
Sheehy and Khuu joined other students in
marchingthrough the UTAustin campus to proest the university's contract with Taco Bell.
"It was like an activist's dreamfor something
ike this to happen," saidKhuu about so many
students participating in the march.
The activity on campus, however was only
a small part of the conference. The main focus
was on building campaigns and effective strategic planning.
The success of a campaign depends on the
planning that goes into the matter beforehand,
Sheehy explained. The workshops at the conference focused on finding a base of interest
and setting goals.
The pair has many goals on the horizon, but
don't expect a major march through campus to
be one of them.
"[Seattle University's] administration is so
receptive, we don't need to organize a lot of
campaigns," said Sheehy.
Organizing any kind of movement takes a
fair amount of planning, and the two are more
than willing to share the knowledge they took
from the conference.
Sheehy and Khuu have put together a notebook containing all the information needed
to organize activities and campaigns. Clubs,
groups, and individuals can access the book in
the campus ministry office.
Anyone

interested in working/or social justice can

contact TJSheehyatsheehyt@seattleu.edu or Aimee
Khuu at klmua@seattleu.edu.
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Adrienne Hawley
Guest Writer
Hunger is what the majority of the world
feels when they go to bed at night.
The Center forStudent Involvement held
the first Hunger Banquet on Wednesday,
Feb. 16, to creatively get that point across
to students.
As the guests arrived, they were asked
to choose one of the three different colored
beads from a small basket. The particular
color ofbead chosen was a representation
of how individuals were assigned rank in
their own social class, along withtheir level
of income.
The experience was different for people
depending on the class they were in. The
lower- income group was seated on straw
mats on the floor. Dinner consisted ofrice,
served on cornhusks and water. They were
not given any utensils for eating with.
The middle-income group was seated
at plain tables, and ate a dinner ofrice and
beans.

The high-income tables groupwas waited
upon. They were served an elegant dinner
of a green salad, followed by chicken,
adorned with rice and vegetables. They
were also given the choice ofbeverage and
had dessert.
Guests experienced an evening of the
contrasting class structure.
However, unlike poverty-stricken people
around the world, "I have the option of

The Centerfor Student
Involvement sponsored
the event, which was
part of a student action
program provided by
Oxfam, an international
organization dedicatedto
finding lasting solutions
to global poverty, hunger and social injustice.
The banquet was part of
many programs they provide, which are designed to educate young
people about global poverty and injustices
around the world.
"This was a very eye-opening experience because most of the world is poor,"
said Akau.
The Center for Student Involvement put
on the first HungerBanquet to engage participants in an experience that illustrates the
inequalities in the world and to challenge
participants to consider
how their decisions affect others.
"Living in the United
States our idea of poverty is really different
from the worldpoverty,"
said Johanna Alvarez,
sophomore international studies major with a
specialty in Spanish.
Fifteen percent of the
world have more than

there is not enough food," said Center for
Student Involvement's, Michelle Etchart.
By having students experience something
that is really happening around the world,
Etchard hopes it, "Helps to empower us to
make conscious decisions," said Etchart.
The speaker of the evening was Dr. Ruth
White from Seattle University's department of social work. In her talk, she was
critical of the United State's amount of
food production, yet people are starving
in this country and in the world. There are
manyprograms that provide food aid to the
poor. However, White feels more should
be done.
White suggested people can help poverty
and hungerby sharing, providing education,
being conscious in the way they consume,
getting better public policy; and appreciating what they have.
"Get inspired to take some kind ofaction
no matter how small," said White.
In the world, 1.2 billion people live in
poverty, 842 million of these people suffer
from chronic hunger, and every 2.9 seconds
a child dies from hunger and otherpreventable diseases.

enough food to eat, 25

percent of the world
work hard to have just
enough to eat, and 60
percent are in poverty,
making as little as $2.50
or less per day.
we are trying
is hunger does
appen because

■

Photos by William Hurd

While listening to a speaker at the Hunger Banquet
(above), students dine at the "high-income table,"
representing only a small fraction of the world that
goes to sleep each night with a full stomach. Representing the majority of the world's population
who don't have enough to eat (left), students lay on
straw mats on the floor after having a meal of rice
on corn husks.

Mating habits get computerized, comodified
Referring to information gathered in

Amy Daybert
Managing Editor

relationships' where certain relationships
can be compared to individual consumers
15 percent of males and eight percent of who come together for one purpose while
females live with parents at 34 years of expecting a fair exchange. When the exage. She explained that while the cost of change isn't fair, relationship such as the
living has increased, salaries that graduates common, "friends with benefits" or "hook
receive upon starting their career have not, up" can lead to depression especially
leading to financial dependence on parents among females, regret and a comodification
and other family members. This has conof sexual expression.
Based on her experience working with
tributed to a sense of being an adolescent
for an extended amount of time for many college students, Young considers the
college graduates.
age group to be idealistic, even in the
Asking for a show of hands of those face of their own pessimism about lasting
who still write personal letters to family relationships when it comes to their own
and friends, Young also spoke about how relationships.
"People want to protect their own freethe frequent uses of e-mail, instant messaging, blogging, and webcams have led dom but there's also this craving for conto a decrease in the amount of time people nection and being with somebody. There's
a lot ofloneliness on college campuses and
spend interacting face to face and have contributed to a sense of and need for, instant there's a lot of feelings ofalienation among
students today," she explained.
gratification.
"We like the ability to upgrade, throw
While students who attended Young's
away, delete or edit it out so that only the presentation jokingly noted the relevance
nice stuff is left," Young said. "People start of having the salonthe day after Valentine's
thinking about their relationships this way Day, Hanisha Shewakramani, sophomore
as well and in real time it creates a sense communication major, said she enjoyed
of early frustration. This affects the way hearing Young speak and thought the overthat relationships happen if the best way all topic was interesting.
to have lasting relationships is to develop
"You expect when you go to college to be
asked, 'Are you in a relationship?' But even
them slowly, in times of leisure."
A need for independence and connection ifyou're not concerned about relationships,
in relationships has created what Young the topic is prevalent and always around,"
described as the 'compartmentalization of she said.

2003, Young told salon attendees that

"We're now at a time, a kind of a turning
point in history, where if you're in college
you're likely to spend more of your life
unmarried as married,"Linda Young Ph.D.
ofthe Seattle University Counseling Center
said on Feb. 15 during a salon entitled,
"Consuming Love: 21st Century Mating
Habits."
Drawing upon her experience as a psychologist, Young presented information and
statistics that affect how college students
view love, dating and committed relationships during a time in their lives where the
closest relationships supposedly exist.
According to Young, the number of
singles ages 20 to 24 doubled between the
years 1970 and 2000. Consequently, the average age at the time of marriage for women
25 years old, and the average age at the
time of marriage for men 27 years old,
is five years later than during the 1970'5.
Typically, the age at marriage is later for
people who attend college and later still for
those who go on to graduate school.
"If you think about it there are many
reasons for not being in a committed relationship that starts when you're 18 when
the age of marriage is going up and up due
to financial, emotional and other different
reasons," Young said.
-

-

-
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Faculty, staff disillusioned by dismissals
Some appeal to board of trustees,
some afraid of losing job
Canda Harbaugh
News Editor
The feelings of a number of faculty and
staff at SU range from slight uneasiness to
flat-out cynicism and fear.
A few professors along with about 40
other faculty who provided their signatures
sent a letter to the board of regents and
the board of trustees to express their concerns about the firing of two long-time staff
members.
Judy Sharpe, former director of auxiliary
services and 28-year employee of SU, was
dismissed this fall, while Dannette Sullivan,
former assistant provost for enrollment services and 17-year employee, was dismissed
in January.
These dismissals raised a number of questions for those in the Seattle University community, which faculty and staff don'tbelieve
the administration adequately answered.
In the letter addressed to the board of
-

-

"If you have cynicism or

disillusionment, those are
very costly effects that don't
necessarily show up in the
budget."
Steen Halling,

professor

of

PYSCHOLOGY

regents and board of trustees, faculty
expressed their shock and distress by the
"abrupt way in which the university dismissed [Sharpe and Sullivan] after years
of faithful service." They indicated that the
dismissals were "undermining the spirit of
the university," and urged the board of regents and board of trustees to look into the
meaning of "reorganization," which was the
rationale for the dismissals.
After a time of confusion, in which it was
not even clear if Sullivan was fired or quit,
it was publicly announced that Sullivan was
dismissed as part of reorganization.
But most faculty and staff don't know
what "reorganization" is, and not knowing
is part of the problem.
"There has been no clear explanation
about what this is about. What is the rationale for making that change?" questioned
Steen Hailing, professor of psychology.
"It's not like it has been a collaboration of
faculty and central administrators, and that
concerns me."
The elimination of Sullivan and Sharpe's
jobs is part of a broad 10-year plan for the
university called the Strategic Plan.
"How does this fit into the strategic
plan? We were given that document the
Strategic Plan Status Report; these are very
broad goals, but who is responsible for
implementing them? I think faculty needs
to be involved in that," said Gary Chamberlain, professor of theology and religious
studies.
Regarding the reason for Sullivan's dismissal, Sundborg explains,"ln addition to
all of the services enrollment has provided
students, there needs to be a strategic service
to guide the university and bring in a kind
of expertise that we don't currently have; to
help us sort though and find out what to do
in this complex set of things,"
This complexity refers to the fact that the
ten-year strategic plan from 2000 to 2010
-

-

did not anticipate such a large increase
in students over the first five years. The
overall plan must be changed somewhat to
accommodate the increase, and Sundborg
does not believe Sullivan had the level of
expertise needed to successfully guide the
university.
Faculty and staff, however, believe that
both Sullivan and Sharpe were overly-qualified for their jobs, and were good at them.
They also believe that the dismissals have
caused a morale problem that needs to be
taken seriously.
"Not considering the consequences of important decisions thataffect people's view of
the mission has unintended consequences,"
explained Hailing. "One of them is that
people become pretty cynical about what
the institution is really about. If you have
cynicism or disillusionment, those are very
costly effects that don't necessarily show up
in the budget."
Sundborg admits that some are upset
about the dismissals, but disagrees that there
is a morale problem.
"I do not believe there is a generalized
morale problem. My reading is that when
I came in as president, there was a staff
morale problem. I worked with that; we
developed a lot of different ways in to make
a difference. I think that overall, there's a
general positive morale, bothamong faculty
and staff," said Sundborg.
Michael Numrich, a facilities staffperson
-

for nearly 10 years, remembers the morale

problem, and sees similaritiesbetween then
and now. He worked with several faculty and
staffmembers on a task force that was made
to identify underlying causes and possible
solutions to the staff morale problem in the
mid-19905.
In a letter he sent to a number of people,
including Sundborg,Numrich explained the
root of the morale problem then and implied
that it applies today.
"In dozens of meetings over two years
time, the continually surfacing and overriding concern of staff was determined to be the
need to eliminate 'fear-based' management,"
his letter read.
"Management style surfaces as the most
serious detriment to moral. From the way
they are treated, some staff fear to lose their
jobs if they speak up," Numrich quoted the
Committee Recommendations to Cabinet of
Feb. 12, 1996.
Indeed, it is a fact that at least a few employees, especially staff, feel like their job
will be in jeopardy ifthey speak up against
the dismissals.
"I've been here for over 25 years and I
have never witnessed or felt such a strong
level of fear among staff as I have over
this issue about Dannette and Judy's firing," said Chamberlain. "Some people may
have agreed with the letter that the faculty
signed, but they didn't want to put their
name down."
"If you did an anonymous survey of staff
about how free they felt about speaking
out, I think they would be very inhibited,"
Hailing added.
This kind of fear is hard to gauge,but Nick
Lofing, senior English major, and the rest of
his student-run support group Concerned
Friends of Dannette have some sort of idea.
Lofing receives letters in his mailbox and
emails under false names from concerned
faculty and staff, which he is obliged to hand
deliver or email to Sundborg.
"It is a sign of how fearful they are that
they think they are actually going to lose
their jobs by putting their name at the bot-

torn of the letter," explained Lofing. "People
are looking at the situation and saying, 'If

you just walk in one day and tell Dannette
Sullivan, who's been here for 17 years,
that she no longer has a job, I have no job
security.'"
Even more surprisingly, Concerned
Friends ofDannette have been asked by staff
members to look into forming a union.
"What does that say about our ethos here
if the staff unionizes?" question Lofing.
"People come here and take cuts in pay because they want to live into this university's
mission. With the recent firing of Dannette,
the university is not holding up its end of
the deal."
Sundborg admits that some staff are afraid
of losing their job, but maintains that that is
not a widespread sentiment, and can be dealt
with by directly talking to him about it.
"I do think that there are times around particular decisions that are made personnel
decisions that there will be sharp divisions
of opinions about that, and because of that
some people will feel uneasy. If people are
afraid to express their concerns, I need to
know about those things. People need to
bring them to me."
There are only a couple departments that
have approached Sundborg with problems.
"Essentially, I've had about two different
parts of the university where something was
brought to me, where they said you ought to
look into such-and-suchbecause that part of
the university there is not a level of trust and
people are afraid to speak about it. So I have
gone and I have talked to people and looked
at it. I think that is what should happen."
Dan Moriarty, social justice minister,
believes that a healthy discussion needs to
take place to decide how the business side

of SU and the Catholic side of SU should be
considered when making decisions.
"Is it purely extraction of labor in exchange for money or is there a broader
relationship between the employee and the
university?" questioned Moriarty.
Chamberlain also adds his advice.
"If we want to move forward strategically
as a university, then everyone needs to buy
into that. How do you get everyone to buy
into that? Well, you share the information.

"If

people are afraid to
express their concerns...
[they] need to bring them
to me."
President

Stephen

Sundborg, SJ

-

-

We need more information, many more
discussions among faculty and staff."
The letter that faculty sent to the board
of trustees will be discussed at the trustee
meeting today. Faculty and staff are all
hopeful that something good can come out
of this situation.
"We wanted to at least alert [the board
of regents and board of trustees] to the
concerns we had so at least it might be on
their radar," explained Hailing. "I don't
think anyone expects them to launch a
major investigation or anything of that
sort, but at least be aware that there is concern among faculty, at least, about some
aspects of the direction we are moving.
Not maybe the direction, but the way it is
taking place."

Pay up! New parking
meters on 12th Ave.
What to Expect With Pay Stations in Capitol Hill
When will pay stations
come to Capitol Hill
Pike/Pine?
&

In October 2004, pay stations
will replace the aging singlespace meters along Broadway
and in the Pine/Pine business
district. Additionally, the timelimited and unrestricted parking in other commercial areas
of Capitol Hill and Pike/Pine is
currently under study. Pay
stations will be installed on those
blocks with appropriate characteristics for paid parking.

In the weeks after installation,
look for "meter greeters" on the
sidewalks, offering assistance
to customers and visitors using
the new pay stations. Installation on Broadway and the side
streets will take only two to three
weeks and will be complete by
late October. Installation in Pike/
Pine will continue thereafter.

If SDOT determines that paid
parking should be installed in
the areas under study, those
pay stations will be installed at
a later time. Affected busi
nesses on those streets will be
notified directly.

What other changes
can be expected?
To make on-streel parking
easier for all users, and to
minimize walking distances to
pay stations, the installation
process is a great opportunity

to redesign and standardize
parking layouts along
most blocks.

&

Pike/Pine

This example shows a typical downtown
Seattle block before and after a standardized
layout was applied and a pay station installed
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Low student turnout for Security Reports
TC3 related media forum Cracking down on mischief
you
Trisha Leonard

Editor-in-chief
a panel discussion about street papers
hosted by Jeff Philpott, Chair of the
Communication Department.

ter a while I realized that Real Change
first in with social justice.. .and therole
I thought journalism shouldplay."
"It's about informing, educating and
encouraging action," said Kempner.
"We want people to read the paper
because they wantto read the paper and
not just hand a dollar to a vendor."

and advocacy, and had
representatives from
Real Change to share
their experiences.

Kempner, volunteer
coordinator, office
manager and SU journalism alumna; Erin
Anderson, vendor
services coordinator;
Peter Verburg-Sachs,
vendor field coordinator; and Jose Omelas,
Real Change vendor,
homeless speaker's bureau member, and street
rights alumni.
Philpott began by
explaining that there are four functions
ofnewspapers like Real Change: news,
advocacy, resource and interpersonal.
Advocacy in the news business deals
sues and editorial decisions.
In the case ofReal Change, the paper

serves as aresource for vendors to make
income. The interpersonal function of
Real Change is that the paper can only
be bought from a vendor.
"Person to person contact is a real
way to make change," said Philpott "It

Kempner originally got involved with
Real Change tobuildherportfolio. "Af-

own survival," he said
Omelas stressed that Real Change
vendors like himself don't want people
to just hand them the dollar for the
paper, they want people to take a paper
andread it.
Vendors purchase each paper for 35
cents and sell it for one dollar, keeping the difference for
themselves. Ornelas
sets a goal of selling
25 papers a day for
himself. Goals such
as these give vendors
self-esteemand a sense
of dignity.
"If you're homeless and want to get a
job, but don'thave ID,
it's pretty hard," said
Veiburg-Sachs. "If you
can't be redeemable
at Real Change, you
can't be redeemable

anywhere."

mon perception that
homeless people
many
Courtesy of Harriet Stephenson

"Some people see it as 'glorified
panhandling,'" stated Qrnelas of his
job as a Real Change vendor. "But the
important thing about the newspaper
isn't necessarily the money."
"There's no lack ofeducation among
the homeless population in general,"

said Ornelas. "Just because a person
may have had a home, a place to live,
doesn't mean they had the ability to
cope with rapid change."
"I'd like to see thepaper continue to
be angry," said Verburg-Sachs. "We're
angry about issues we should be angry
about"
One thing Verburg-Sachs likes about
the relationship between Real Change
and its vendors is that there's no middle
man. "It's a way for people with working backgrounds to supplement their

Khas

a policy on where the
he responded by saying
"This is a real job. We don't tell people
what to do in their offhours."
Real Change was founded by Tim
Harris in 1994. The paper relies on
,

people to put in their time and relies on
vendors to distribute the paper.
As ofthis summer, a new addition to

Real Change will be serialized mysteries by Sherman Alexie. Real Change
has three staff members: an editor and
two writers to fill the paper each week.
The paper relies heavily on volunteers. It's currently the only weekly
street paper in North America. Many
vendors havehad theirpoetrypublished
in Real Change.
"They're working, so pick it up," said
Verburg-Sachs.

Students share V-day with Bessie Burton residents
Erika Ccimpbell-Drury, SU student
and activity director of theBessie
Burton Sullivan Skilled Nursing
Residence, shares a few words
about the Bessie Burton residents'
Valentine's Day, which was made
special by a group ofSU students.
"SU Barman Scholars generously
hostedand sponsored a Starlight Dance
for our residents at Bessie Burton Sullivan Skilled Nursing Residence this
past Valentine's Day.
The sixteen students from this smart
and talented science/service group rose
to the occasion by arriving in formal
attire, top hats, and tiaras brandishing dance cards and tossing out warm
smiles.
These students heated up the room,
pulling residents to the dance floor to
cha cha and tango to big band music.
The evening began with a promenade
throughout the building to sing Valentine carols to residents who were
unable to attend the shindig. The group
wove into the ballroom, and immediately sashayed up to residents to entice
them to dance.
Dan Strickland, junior english, mechanical engineering major bewitched
the audience with a fabulous original
-

Submitted by Erica Campbell-Dairy

Dan Strickland "bewitched the audience" with his
musical talents.
piano score which made a few of the
ladies swoon, while other scholars
served sparkling cider, held hands and
reminisced with the crowd. Residents
enjoyed the attention and opportunity
to teach long-forgotten dance steps,
and the evening proved to be an
emotional highlight of the season, as
people laughed and cried over distant
memoriesof small town grange dances,

USO mixers and nightclubbing inposh
places around the world.
In the words ofone thrilledresident,
'How wonderful it is to see these kids
try these dances that we invented!'
"Thank you for your excellence
in service and your fun-spiritedness,
Barman Scholars, with great fondness
and joy from your friends at Bessie
Burton Sullivan."

Keeping

informed on crime

12/12 Suspicious Circumstance
At 2 a.m., Public Safety received a report of a woman
screaming and the soundof the
local call buzzer coming from
the number three elevator in
Campion. Public Safety staff
responded and recalled
all three elevators to
the lobby. The elevators were clear
and operating
normally. Public
Safety checked the
building and did not
find any problems.

2/12 Malicious Mischief
At 3:15 a.m., Public Safety on
patrol discovered graffiti (red
spray painted letters) on the
south wall. The graffiti was
approximately two feet by four
feet in size.

2/13 Fire Alarm
At 3:30 a.m., Public Safety and
SFD responded to an automatic
fire alarm in Xavier hall. Upon
arrival Public Safety stafffound
the basement area had a fair
amount of smoke, which was

through. The student reported

coming from burnt popcorn in

locking her vehicle in the 11 th

a microwave oven.

and East Cherry Street parking
garage. Public Safety staff did
not
find any signs of forced
2/13 Theft
At 4 p.m., Public Safety staff entry.
took a theft report from a Bon
Appetite supervisor. The su2/16 Computer Lab
pervisor reported finding a Security Alarm
secured cash drawer short apAt 1 a.m., an automatic seproximately $210 in cash.
curity alarm in the Campion
Computer Lab went off. Upon
arrival Public Safety stafffound
2/15 Suspicious
a student who explained that he
Circumstance
At 9:30 p.m., Public Safety caught his foot on the computer
staff discovered the University alarm cable. The student was
Campus Card cash machine identifiedand the alarm system

ajar and unlocked. The IT su- reset.
pervisor was notified and the
machine re-secured after an 2/17 Safety Assist
audit count of the cash.
Public Safety staff on patrol
recovered a used syringe on the
2/16 Malicious Mischief sidewalk near the 10th andEast
At 5:45 p.m., a studentreported James crosswalk.
that someone had defecated in
the men's shower stall, located 2/17 Theft
on the fourth floor ofCampion. At 8:50 p.m., a student reported
The shower stall was immedito Public Safety that his mounately cleaned and sanitized by tain bike was stolen from the
residence housekeeping staff.
1 lth Avenue Bannon bike rack,
and his cable lock was still attached to the bike rack, where
2/16 Safety Assist
his
bike had been secured.
At 10:15 p.m., Public Safety
Public
Safety investigated and
staff received a report from
found
no force used on the
Bon Appetite staff that water
cable
lock.
was coming through the ceiling onto the north doors of the
kitchen. Public Safety staff 2/17 Safety Assist
found university services mopAt 10:15 p.m., Public Safety
ping on the third floor above received a campus mall emerthe leak area. Once the mopgency phone call from 10th
ping stopped, the water leaks and East Columbia. Upon arstopped.
rival, staff found a male who
was confused and belligerent
Prowl
toward
staff. Public Safety staff
2/16 Auto
student
recalmed
the person down and
At 10:45 p.m., a
that
her
car
SPD
officers
traced him back
ported
glove
Wash.
Spokane,
had
been
rifled
to
a
compartment
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CGC members travel to D.C., challenge WHISC
Megan Peter

Staff Writer
The Coalition for Global Concern (CGC)
is very active in the realm of social justice
not only on campus but off campus as well.
Most recently numerous members of the
club have traveled to Washington D.C. to
lobby a bill.
"As a club we have international concerns
that you often do not hear about. We had a
pediatrician from Iraq talk about the rise in
cancer rates in children from all bombing.
The SOA (School of the Americas) and
WHISC (Western Hemisphere Institute for
Security Cooperation) have been a concern
of ours for the past 5 years and every spring
we send a delegation to lobby. We also send
letters and host forums on campus about
them," stated club co-leader, sophomore
Tobie Neely.
There were two groups of students that
traveled to D.C. this past weekend to lobby
for a bill that would close the WHISC for
congressional review. The bill has been
around for the past five years and is being
reintroduced by Massachusetts Representative, Jim McGovern. Seattle's own Jim
McDermott is also a supporter of the bill.
"We [were in Washington D.C] to lobby
for a forthcoming bill [HR 1258] to close the
WHISC for Congressional Review. We are
concerned that the WHISC is the same as the
School of the Americas and are concerned

with what the graduates from this program
are doing in their countries. Especially
because of the incident in 1989 when two
Jesuits were murdered by the army and the
majority had been graduates of the School of
Americas," said Thomas Martinell a junior
Spanish and creative writing major.
But due to the timing of the trip the members of the CGC had a difficult time meeting
with the representatives because they were
in recess.
"When we lobby we meet with aides [of
the representatives] to bring their attention
to the bill. We have to keep it brief to not
bog them down with information. We tell
them why we support it, why the WHISC
is problematic and give them information
on it.
We try to build a relationship with them.
When I came [to D.C] two years ago representatives weren't even aware of the bill.
Bringing attention to thebill is a big deal, let
themknow that this is something important
to their constituents," stated Martinell.
Some members of the CGC were able to
lobby on Friday and then others were able
to lobby on Tuesday.
"On Friday we only had an opportunity to
meet with the aides, but it was fairly successful. There was not any new support, but
there was genuine concern. But we got good
feedback from the aides," said sophomore
and public affairs major Allison Johnson.
On Tuesday the students split up into

teams and went and talked to the different
aides of the representatives.
"Tom and I meet with the aide for Rep-

"I think at SU there is this idea
of solidarity that with humans in
general what effects one person
effects all people."
Allison Johnson, sophomore,public affairs
-

resentative Cathy McMorris from Spokane.
We sat down and told them why they should
support the bill and why the school should
be closed. The aide asked questions and we
will follow up with a letter and more information about the bill," described Neely.
While the students waiting to for Tuesday
to lobby they kept themselves busy with
various activities. This including visiting
the Smithsonian Institute and going to conferences put on by the SOA Watch and the
Ingation Family Teaching programs. Both
conferences informed the students on the
lobby and legislative process along with
information about the bill itself.
Martinell feels passionate about the bill
because of personal experience with Latin
America and his responsibility as part of
the country.
"Personally, I feel as a citizen of this
country a responsibility for the policies that
the government promotes. I know that it not

only effects us, but it also effects the world.
I want to promote values of human rights
and social justice. I chose Latin America
because particularly with US foreign policy
in the last few decades and the connection to
the Jesuits. I have also traveled abroad and
I have friends who are from Latin America.
There are just so many issues to take up in
this nature...l have to take action at this
point in my life," he stated.
Johnson also shares Martinell's passion
for social justice and she wants to meet those
who are making decisions for the country.
"I wanted to meet the people that were
making the policies that affect the Latin
American people. I have a passion about
social justice. I think at SU there is this idea
of solidarity that with humans in general
what effects one person effects all people,"
said Johnson
Anyone is welcomed to participate in
events such as the trip to D.C. as long as
the person has a passion for the cause. The
trip was funded by the numerous fundraisers
that club has done throughout the year along
with financial support from ASSU.
"Who ever wanted to come on trip could,
we just ask that they do a littleresearch to be
knowledgeable in the bill. But who ever has
an interest and who ever is passionate about
it could come," stated Martinell.
The CGC will continue to bring attention
to the bill and make sure that the representatives know what it is about.

Going abroad excites students
New programs take students to Northern Ireland and Thailand
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
To many Seattle University students,
the opportunity to study abroad is
beyond their grasp. However, SU administrators are trying to make it more
affordable to study, even for a short
time, overseas.
But, finding out information about
these programs can prove difficult,
sophomore nursing major Ashley Colbert explained.
"I looked for one [study abroad program], but I had to go on the website
and it wasn't updated so I had to call
the main advisor. Once I got ahold of
someone, though, the professors were
very helpful."
Robin Craggs, director of the study
abroad program, is currently working
on combating this issue with a newer,
continue
more comprehensive site
to check the study abroad website
for news when this new site will be
completed.
Currently there are several spring and
summer programs offered by Seattle
University that still need people to
apply to. These special programs offer
a unique opportunity for students, as
students are able to sign up for their
five-credit classes, attend lectures during the spring and then spend a few
weeks abroad during the summer.
Since the classes can be added as a
part of the course schedule during the
spring, much of the cost of the program
is covered by tuitionand there is financial aid available. These programs offer
students the option of going abroad,
while still remaining at SU while school
is in session. This helps students who
have tight schedules during the school
year, which limits their ability to study
abroad.
"Because I'm in the nursing program,
—

Thailand, but there may be a visit to
I can only [study abroad] over summer quarter," explained Sara Duncan,
areas affected by the tsunami. For
sophomore nursing major. "I have to do more informationcontact Gary Atkins,
it in the summer because all my classes atkinsg@seattleu.edu.
While some new programs have still
are in a sequence, so I can't miss any
not
been filled, there are many proof them."
for
students
like
But
Amy Roubound, grams previously offered that still have
sophomore biology major, studying openings. "Study Abroad in Austria and
abroad is not an option in the summer. England," from Jun. 17to Jul. 6 still re"I have to work during the summer mains unfilled. This program will strive
so it's better to go during school," she to help you to "understandthe powerful
contextual variable that influenced the
explained.
offounding fathers of psychology," like
SU
has
several
Though
previously
fered summer programs, there are some Freud, Adler and Frankl, by "studying]
many of the powerful contextual varinew options just introduced this year.
On the forefront of the flagship ables that shaped them."
While the program will mostly be
programs that SU is offering this year
is the summer trip to Northern Ireland focused in Vienna, students will also
from Jul. 6 to Jul. 17. The class, titled visit Freud's home in England after
"Conflict, Media and Politics: Living in Freud fled the growing anti-Semitism
a Divided Community," is designed to in WWII Europe. Dr. La Voy is the
"help students understand the roots of main organizer of this course—direct
conflict and the experiences of people all questions to doc@seattleu.edu or
sign up outside Casey 321.
living in a divided community."
Dr. Kan Liang, Director of the InThe course will include lectures and
a meeting with students from Belfast ternational Studies Program, will also
to talk about what it is like to live in a be offering a course this summer. His
divided community, as well as lectures course "China: Past and Present," (Jun.
about how the current situation in Ire16 July 3) will offer a "broad and inland relates to the Israeli-Palestinian depth study ofmodern China [as a] 21 st
conflict. Dr. Burgoyne will instruct the century Asian and world power." Once
course; therefore, all interested students in China, students will visit various
should contact her at Nburgoyne@aol. sites in Beijing, Nanjing and Shanghai
com and sign up on the sheet outside of and is sure to be enriched by Dr. Liang's
personal experience, as he grew up and
the Political Science Office.
"Paradise and Paradox: Thailand," was educated in China.
is another new program which has yet
With an increasing number of students studying abroad every year, the
to be filled. The course is intended for
Asian Studies and Communications open spots are sure to only be tempomajors to explore and understand the rary. Still, the richness of the experience
of studying abroad makes the vacancies
"political, economic and communication challenges now facing the region." surprising, but also encourages prompt
This course is a 10-credit course of action.
What better way to spend summer
self-designed study in such fields as
migration, business, labor, human rights vacation than with a legitimate excuse
and other such topics. Fieldwork will to escape from your parents and work
be mostly in Bangkok and northern for a few weeks?
-

Father James P. Goodwin
b. Sept. 24, 1914
d. January 30, 2005
A face characterized by its persistent smile will be
sorely missed by SU faculty and Jesuit friends.
A lifelong servant of God, Fr. James Goodwindied
peacefully at Gonzaga's Oregon Province Infirmary.
He was 91 years old.
Fr. Goodwin first came to Seattle University in
1951, wherehe taught in the sociology department.Fr.
Goodwin taught at SU for 35 years, then in 1986 he
quit teaching and became the school's Chaplain.
In 1992, he moved to Spokane and joined the Jesuit
Regis Community, and continued as a priest, despite
some health issues.
"He was one of the kindliest persons," said Father
Reichman of Goodwin. "He was soft-spoken, but that
didn't mean he didn't have his opinions. He had quite
an impact on students with his personal counseling."
His life accomplishments include translating St.
Robert Bellarmine's The Temporal Power of the
Pontiff from Latin.
A memorial for Fr. Goodwin was held on Tuesday
at noon in the chapel. His formal burial was held in
Spokane on February 4.
Donations in memory of Fr. James Goodwin may
be sent to the Jesuit Senior Fund, RO. Box 86010,
Portland, OR 97286. Hennessey-SmtihFuneral Home,
2203 N. Division, Spokane, WA 99207.
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Megan Peter
Staff Writer
You search frantically through your backpack, throwing all its contents on the ground. You search every pocket
of your clothes. You go back to your room hoping that you
left it there. You up turn your drawers, crawl under the
bed. After all of your searching, you realize you have lost
your wallet. A wave of panic rushes over your body, what
are you going to do? You think maybe a good Samaritan
might has found it somewhere on campus and turned it in
to Public Safety.
You then rush over to the Public Safety Office and
after giving a lengthy description of your wallet and its
contents, your lovely, bright yellow "I Love Lucy" wallet
is returned in one piece, well, minus the cash, but it's not a
perfect world.
Each year, Public Safety works with 2,500 reports
of lost and found items. While some of the items are what
many would expect to be lost (umbrellas or coffee mugs),
there are some that are a surprise.
"We have a lost dog today, so that is pretty unusual.
Luckily he has his tags on so we contacted the owners so
they will be by to get him later today," said Jessica Rohliena, a junior nursing major who works with the lost and
found items.
On average Public Safety has about two to three
animals reported lost to them per year. Some other obscure
items include: under garments, large power tools and dental retainers.
"Once in a while someone will report a car missing.
They usually can't remember where they parked and so

Photo by William Hurd

we'll find their car for them," Michael Sletten, the Public
Safety manager, said.
But the most common lost items are campus cards,
books, cell phones and clothing. When an item is turned in
or reported missing to the lost and found it is immediately
documented.
"A lost report is taken and filed under the item lost
category; if the item comes in to Public Safety, the owner
is notified. A returned item is documented, if there is any
clear owner information available, an attempt is made to
reach the owner," Sletten explained.
All items that are turned into Public Safety are stored
a
in storage closet for 90 days before properly being taken
care of.
"Non-valuables that are useable, clothes and other
personal items will be donated for example to Francis
House. Valuables go over to the Seattle Police Department
and other items such as broken cell phones, dirty clothes
and unidentified keys are recycled or disposed of," Sletten
said.
Items are not only brought to the Public Safety Office, but many of the different departments on campus,
such as the Lemieux library, Law School, resident halls,
Connolly Center and the Student Center all have convenient lost and found programs. Eventually, though, the lost
items are brought to the Public Safety Office to be claimed.
Sarah Sjostedt, sophomore nursing major, had a
recent experience with the lost and found department.
Her digital camera had been stolen out of her friend's
backpack. Her friend was studying in the Bistro when he
left the bag unattended and the digital camera was taken.
Sjostedt did not feel very hopeful when she reported the
missing item.
"I felt as they were not helpful, because it was a
digital camera that was stolen, they didn't really look for
the item. They assumed that it would have been pawned or
something," she said.
"I was also surprised that 1 had to file a police report
rather than the lost and found department. I was then
instructed to give Public Safety the police report number. It
seemed as though very little work was done by the department, as though they were only there as a formality," she
added.
Sjostedt also feels that Public Safety should have a
more active role in finding lost items. She says she will
probably not use the lost and found program again.
"I think in the future, I will deal with the problem
myself, because that's pretty much what I had to do in this
instance," Sjostedt stated. "I will probably just file the police report myself and attempt to find the item rather than
working with the lost and found department."
Although with stories like Sjostedt's, it seems hopeless that a lost item would be returned, Public Safety does
not want people to feel discouraged.
"We really encourage people to report an item when
lose
they
it," Sletten said. "And be as descriptive as possible, both go a long way to getting the item connected
back to the owner."
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Ryan Christen

Guest Writer
The slow quiet shuffle of students lining up for
their daily dose ofcaffeine is interrupted by the loud
voice heard over the espresso stand.
"Don't hate me cause I grew up in California,
hate me cause I'm beautiful," Jeremy Washington
yells with a smile.
Washington, 27, spends his mornings serving
students in the Pigott Building. Always counted on
for a smile and friendly greeting, his hyperactive nature fills paper cups with something that can't quite
be found at coffee shops.
That something comes from the heart of a
musician.
"I dropped out to pursue this crazy thing called

rock'n'roll,"

Photo by Kyle Smith

incton is the

Barista Jeremy Washing- iead guitarist
ton, 27, is the lead guitar- for a band
called "The
ist for a band called The
Orphan Project.

StcTThe

band lived in
California when he announced his plans to move to
Seattle.
He headed to the Emerald City with his bass
player, but left his drummer behind. According to
Washington, their music style is somewhere between
bands such as Thursday and early Jimmy Eat World.
The Orphan Project has been together for five
years. Three unknown albums and an E.P. later, they
landed a record label and are working together on
their first full-scale album.
"We are in the process of creating our own
universe," Washington whispers with pride.
The album will be released sometime in the
summer and until then the band will be working hard
to finish the pieces.
Too busy to play many shows, The Orphan
Project had a concert on Feb. 17 at the Funhouse
downtown to raise money for the victim of a stab-

Washington is good friends with a man who
was stabbed in front of Dante's, a popular University
District bar, on Jan. 14.
The victim does not have medical insurance
and has gone into debt trying to pay his medical
bills. The band wanted to help their friend while
promoting their music, so all donations went directly
to the victim.
As for Washington, look for him the next time
wait
for your espresso. With his big smile and
you
contagious laughter, he can't be missed.
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Deciding on a career: a practical or
personal investment?
Julian Hunt
Staff Writer
At one point in his life, Michael Caputo wanted to be a major league baseball
player. Now, he wants to teach philosophy.
Growing up, Karolina Szulkowski
loved animals so much she wanted to become a veterinarian. Today, she majors in
international studies.
Leighan Schreiber always knew she
wanted to write, so she is studying journalism.
Majors. Should they be a practical

financially and in terms of job availability
than students in business, technology or
engineering.
This means that a person who earns
a degree in computer science at the local
community college may have more financial success tiian someone whose almamatter is Princeton and majored in history.
But not everyone can or wants to
major in business, technology or engineering to increase their likelihood of financial
success.
Jodi Kelly, who has advised students
for 21 years, recommends a major to just

"I'm not focusing on finding jobs post-graduation
because demand for doctors is ever present and
I'm free to change my mind about my future career."
Lori Richardson,

investment, a personal investment in intellectual development or both?
For many students, there is a gap
between their passion, what they wanted
to do when they were younger and their
major. Career interests, along with majors,
often change.
"I thought I wanted to work for a big
corporation," Szulkowski says. "I worked
at AT&T Wireless for two years, but I realized I wanted to do something else."
So Szulkowski came to SU, where
advisors often tell students that their choice
of a major doesn't necessarily need to coincide perfectly with life career goals.
However, some believe that a practical major is most beneficial to student success post graduation.
Three economists from Northeastern
University, who published "College Majors
with Real Career Paths and Payoffs,"
analyzed a U.S. Census Bureau study of
150,000 college graduates.

They concluded that a student's
choice of major is more crucial to future
career success than the ranking of the college they attended.
They found that on average, humanities and education majors fared worse

Photo by William Hurd

Joanne (Jodi) Kelly, associate
dean of the Matteo Ricci College.

science freshman

be "something that interests and challenges." She describes a student's investment in
college as based on the experience gained.
"You're only an undergraduate
once," Kelly says.
Kelly majored in photojournalism.
Now, she's the assistant dean of the Matteo
Ricci College, a seemingly unrelated posi-

tion.

Although what Kelly does may not
be directly related to photojournalism, she
attests to using elements ofher undergraduate degree on a daily basis.
When a student comes to her for
advising, she identifies her role as helping
them getting skills and desires in focus.
"As advisors, what do we do? We
frame this picture of your life," she explains.
But frequently a student's skills and
desires are at odds, and the individual
asks the timeless question: For love or for
money?
At SU, the largest school with the
highest percentage of undecided majors in
2001 was the College ofArts and Sciences,
with approximately 21 percent.
Often when SU students are on the
road to choosing a major or just hitchhiking
in no particular direction, they stop by the
Career Development Center.
Joseph Barrientos, an associate director, breaks career assessment into these
categories: values, interests, personality,
skills and passion.
"We have a lot of students come in
to see us with preset ideas about going into
nursing or engineering. But as they explore,
it changes," Barrientos says.
As for Kelly, she doesn't think career
uncertainty is always an obstacle to student
success.
"Imagine how scary it would be to
have a 17-year-oldknow exactly what he or
she wants to do in life," Kelly says.
Career uncertainty is part of the reason it's common to switch majors. Heather
Dragland, graduate student, came across
her undergraduate majors, history with a
focus in secondary education and political
science, while exploring something totally
different.
Dragland says she chose them after
looking at what kind of careers people with
that major had.
"I also chose it because I was able to

Prevalent throughout
undergraduate and graduate
student are fears about jobs.
In summation of her
personal fears, Dragland says
that she's "worried about having a limited number of jobs
in a large pool of competitors."
Another widespread
issue student's in the major
selection process need to
resolve is finding a job that
corresponds with their concept of happiness.
Szulkowski's concerns
aren't necessarily rooted in
finding a job, but in finding a
job she really wants to do.
Out of the 10 students
this reporter interviewed, the
three who expressed the least
concern about their choices of
majors and career goals were
studying in the sciences and
health related fields.
Mary Angelene Arciaga, a freshman planning
on going into nursing, isn't
scared of job availability
at all. Rather, she has more
specific concerns.
"My biggest fear is fail-

Photo by William Hurd

From left to right, Christina Tymony,
pre-major freshman, Mary Angelene
Arciaga, nursing freshman and Karolina
Szulkowski, international studies junior.
master's program is around $40,000.

ing like so many other people. I also don't
like taking tests, but I need to in order to

get my nursing license," she says.
Lori Richardson, also a freshman, is
planning on majoring in general sciences
before going to med-school and becoming
a doctor.
"I'm not focusing on finding jobs
post-graduation because demand for doctors is ever present and I'm free to change
my mind about my future career," Richardson explains.
Jennifer Kim, a sophomore, is majoring in diagnostic ultrasound, a field with
large job availability. Her long term goal is
to be a radiologist, and in order to achieve
that, she plans to get her masters degree in

MRI.
But what science and engineering
students may have that students with other
won't is increased debt.
Although Kelly often presses
students with obvious talent to look at
part two, graduate school, she admits to
worrying about people leaving school with

Krs

Joanne Kelly,

Although students whose majors are
centered around graduate studies will face
more debt setbacks, just after finishing,
they'll likely earn $2.70 cents for every $2
earned by an individual with a bachelor's
degree.
So whether students have limited
financial resources or have the time and
money to explore other academic options,
Kelly reiterates the notion that a major
does not necessarily have to translate into
a career.
She herself didn't go into school
with the intention of being an advisor and
an educator. Rather, careers, like Kelly's
experience with advising, often develop via
"baptism by fire."
Although job availability and the
average salary in students' field of interest may seem like the weightiest factors in
major selection, Kelly feels that drive and a
deep understanding of their brains and what
they're good at are the keys to success.
Caputo may be pitching philosophical inquiry instead ofbaseballs.

associatie dean of the mat-

teo ricci

college

$60,000 in debt.
This school year, President Bush's
Pell Grant cuts may change a student's
eligibility for aid. Eighty-four thousand students were cut from the Pell Grant program
and another 1.5 million will receive less
aid.
Back in 2000, the average debt of a
college student without a graduate degree
was $16,000. And according to the 2002
State Research Group's Higher Education
Project, about 39 percent of college students would leave that year with unmanageable debt.
In comparison, the average debt for
a graduate student after completion of a

And even though Szulkowski may
not spend her life working with animals,
she may be able to use her fluency in Polish

in a large company.
Schreiber just hopes to "stumble into
the right thing," because life can be pretty
unpredictable.
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Defense leads women over
Northwest Nazarene, 61-43
VICTORY FOLLOWED
BY LOSS

No. 4 Saint Martin's
survives second-half
Red hawks run
J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor

GNAC
CONFERENCE
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Men's Individual Leaders

The Seattle University women's basketball
team continued to display home court brilliance on Thursday against the Northwest
Nazarene Crusaders (3-11, 7-16), but they
collapsed after a big run against third-place
Saint Martin's College team two nights
later.
The Redhawks' (4-11, 9-15) quick hands
irritated the Crusaders the entire game and
they buried them with a dignified defense in
the second half, outscoring their opponent
31-18 on 11-for-25 shooting.
The women maintained a near-double
digit lead for most of the game and whenever
NorthwestNazarene came within five points,
the Redhawks were able to make big baskets
and score in bunches.
"We went back to the basics on Monday,
we had two extremely tough practices on
the defensive end," head coach Dan Kriley
said after the victory. "It seems like when
we go on the road we get a little bit tired and
start doubting ourselves we don't focus on
exactly what we can control, we can control
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ward received 6 letters
ofintent last week. The
team adds one local
player from Skyline
High School and five
out-of-state players.
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Men's Basketball
Even though Bernard
Seals is averaging 14
points in the first 20
minutes of his last five
games his game high
21 points was just one
three-pointer shy of tying the game with less
than a minute to go.
The Crusader's beat the
Redhawks, who played
with out point guard
Ryan Webb, 72-68.

Track and Field
Alana Garcia and
Faruk Punjani finished
in the top three at the
GNAC Indoor Championships last Saturday,
Feb. 19.
Garcia placed second
in the 5,000-meterswith
a time of 18:46.65.
Punjani finished third
in the 200-meters in a

personal best 22.90
seconds.
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Men's notes
With their latest losses to NNU and WOU, the men are in their fourth loosing
streak this season.
Their worst loosing streak was Nov. 27 to Dec. 17. They ended the five game
skid with a victory over Rocky Mountain College.
The men's best win streak was their first three games. The men have only won
back-to-back games three times this season.
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The Crusader's started the game with an
8-0 run but quickly fell behind when Seattle
answered with a 22-4 run. The Redhawks
held NNU scoreless for eight minutes during that time and the Crusaders trailed from
then on.
"I think we came out strong, especially
on the defensive end," senior guard Kristen
Connolly said. "We wanted to get off our
loosing streak."
According to Kriley, the bench led the
defensive charge.
"It started with ball pressure and Cassy
Smith did a great job off the bench. She
did such a great job of dictating tempo and
forcing their guards out of their comfort
zones," Kriley said after the game. "And
we got into the passing lanes forcing
a lot of turnovers, we contained the
ball and we finished everything with a
block-out."
Connolly and Thresia Busch were
the only Redhawks to finish in double
figures. Busch had team highs in three
categories; she scored 13points, grabbed
eight rebounds and tossed six assists.
Busch led the team again in the loss
to Saint Martin's (11-3, 17-6). She led
the team with 10 points, six rebounds,
and 4 assists.
SU looked doomed early but clawed
their way back in the second half with
an 18-6 run. However, the 45-43 score
was the closest they could get. Saint
Martin's closed out the final six minutes
with a 16-2 run.
The Redhawks are on the road this
week. After they play first-place Seattle
Pacific, they travel over the pass to play
Central Washington in a women's/men's
basketball doubleheader.

ft
82
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Jackie Thomas, freshman guard, going up.
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Nicole Dascenzo, a senior guard
looks to deliver the inbound
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The win lifted the women out of a fivegame loosing streak, which started back with
their first home loss against Seattle Pacific
on January 29. On their way to victory, the
Redhawks forced 21 turnovers, scoring 22
points as a result.
SU also limited Northwest Nazarene to
an ineffective outside shooting game. The
Crusader's scored 16 of their 20 points in
the paint in the first half and only made 30
percent of their field goal attempts. From
beyond the arc they did worse. NNU only
made 1 of 10 three-point attempts.
"We said, 'Here's our focus. Let's see if
we can hold teams under fifty'" Kriley said.
"And we held a team that's averaging 72 we
held them to 43 tonight. You can't ask for
much more than that."

Scoring

After going 8-1 in their first nine home games, the women have gone 1 -5 at the
Connolly Center since they lost to first place Seattle Pacific.
The women No. 7 out of 10 in the GNAC for the differences in points averaged
per game. Opponenets usually outscore the Redhawks by 4.8 points.
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Swimmers
make the cut in
Long Beach
14 qualify for national
meet, SU school
records set
Lindsay Dittmer
Staff Writer
The Seattle University swim team will
take a school-record of 14 swimmers to the
Division II National Championships this
year after eleven Redhawks qualified at the
conference finals last weekend.
All 14 swimmers, led by freshmen Chris
Coley, Ashley Best and Anna Vanha, have
qualified for the national meet, Mar. 9-12 in
Orlando, Fla.
To qualify, swimmers must meet a national

Coast Swimming ChamPhotos by Chris Anderson
pionships, proved to be
the most successful for the An SU swimmer plunges into the glassy surface of Belmont Plaza Olympic
as the relays Pool in Long Beach, Calif.
ied seven athletes on
esday, Feb. 16.
in the 200 IM and DiPasquale
Sophomore Dwight Thompson was the
The day was highlighted by the men winin the 50 freestyle. She will join Gall last Redhawk to qualify on Saturday placing
ning the 200-medley relay in 1:33:38, mark:vent.
second in the 1,650 freestyle in 15:58.10, four
ing the first time in Redhawk history that a
omore Kristie Rice broke the school seconds under the A-cut.
relay team or individual has won a conference
in the 200-individual medley in
Although Thompson was the lone new
title. This also earned them a place
5, finishing fourth in the finals, qualifier for the Redhawks Saturday, Coley
er, no qualifying marks were met on and Bemis each earned B-cuts in the 100
Qualifying in the relay was Thursday, Feb. 17.
freestyle. Coley also broke the school record
junior Matthew Oram, All-AmeriThe men's 200 freestyle relay team of in the 200 butterfly with a third place finish
can junior Corigan Bemis, and
Ewald, freshman Gordon Smith, of 1:52.70.
three-time Ail-American junior
Jonathan Bartsch and Shelton, finished
Reale picked up a B-cut in the 100 backJesse Shelton. Coley also swam
ut fell short of a qualifying time.
stroke and Vanha in the 100 butterfly so
;e more Redhawks qualified Friday,
the women will have an excellent chance

lawks

lonals

Four women also qualified in

the 200-medley relay while finishing third. Freshman Francesca
Reale, Erin Matthew, a four-time
Ail-American sophomore, Rachel
DiPasquale, a five-event AllAmerican senior, and Lindsey
Gall, a six-event All-American
sophomore, will join Best and
Vanha at nationals.
"I think it's safe to say that
Conference went extraordinarily
well for the majority of the team,"
Gall said. "I feel great going into
nationals. I can take this time between conference and nationals to
critique my technique and rest."
All athletes who meet the A-cut
Jesse Shelton listens to the music
in any event are then eligible to
while his teammate, Gordon Smith,
compete at nationals in any event
in which they have met the national
focuses on the races in the pool.
B-cut. This means all Redhawk
qualified in the relay will also
qualifying time, called an A-cut.
Earlier this season Coley qualified in the compete in individual events.
For both the men and the women, two
100-meter butterfly, Best in the 200-meter
breaststroke, and Vanha in the 200-meter additional B-cuts were met. Bemis qualified

J

IRui

er, two of them on a relay. Senior Mer-

to better last year's school record finish at

ceda Rivera and senior

200 freestyle relay with
"For me, qualifynationals after
ainful struggles
ison is an affirof my abilities
thlete, is vindication for all the work
I have put in," Gallagher said. "I am going
into nationals with a
renewed focus and confidence because I've
been through
dest part of the hardest season I've
d."
Rui Ewald also qualified in the 100 butterfly, finishing fourth in 50.11.
The men's 400 medley relay of Bemis,
Coley, Oram and Smith, finished fourth but
missed the qualifying mark by .30 seconds.

I
Br

thirteenth place. The men will also compete
to improve their seventeenth place finish at

nationals last year.
"As a senior, this will be my final meet for
Seattle University and I am ready to end on
a high note, with my teammates, in beautiful
Orlando," Gallagher said.

Since the rain is gone, get out and play
Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
Now that the sun is out and apparently
here to stay it is time to go outside and play!
Living in Seattle is the perfect place to find
an outdoor activity that suits you.
Here are 10 local spots to explore in the
sunshine...
10. Gas Works Park, Northlake

Way
Amazing place to go play frisbee, running
or just watchthe clouds go by. Sadly there is
no paint balling like the movie "10 Things I
Hate About You" portrays, but it is still fun
all the same.
9. Washington Park Arboretum,
Lake Washington or Madison St.

The Winter Garden is in full bloom, and
the next time someone says there is nothing
in Seattle but the city, slap them upside the
head. The Arboretum is beautiful any time
of the year and is a guaranteed feel-good
spot that will take away all worries you may
have about that math test. Well, at least until
you get back.
8. The Fremont Troll, Aurora

Bridge
Climb on top of thecreepy troll underneath
the Aurora Bridge. Enough said.

7. Pike Place, Waterfront
After wandering through Pike Place Market stop and hang out at the waterfront and
people watch, it will be fascinating. Last time
I was there a man was painting women's
toenails for no charge.

6. Pier 56
While walking down the pier, grab a bite to
eat at Steamer's Fish and Chips, then stop in
to the Ye Olde Curiosity Shop and say what's
up to Sylvester.
5. Alki Beach
This 2.5 mile stretchofbeach is perfect for
rollerblading, frisbee or barbeque.
4. Volunteer Park
Whatever you want to do, you could probably find it at Volunteer Park, one of the best
parks Seattle has to offer. Whether you want
to catch a Shakespeare play or visit the newly
renovated lily pond, this park is perfect.
3. Seattle Asian Art Museum, Vol-

unteer Park
Free on the first Thursday and Saturday of

every month, this museum is full of must see
sculptures and amazing gardens.
2. Woodland Park Zoo
You are never too old to love the zoo! Just
walking around and looking at the different
exhibits is a lot of fun, it almost makes you
wish you were a lion.
1. The Lenin Statue, in front of the

Taco Del Mar in Fremont
No joke, Fremont is home to the largest
monument in America dedicated to communist hero Vladimir Lenin. It stands at 16
feet tall, and is a beautiful rendition of the sociopath Lenin once was. Afterwards you can
stop at Taco Del Mar and grab a nice burrito,
discussing the relevance and appropriateness
of this statue.
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Megan Peter

friend, who put the fresh vegetables

soup, would also go to East Wind to
mall rice and then put spinach on top.
ight then add some black beans and a
i to the mix
campus for the past year and half,
t ofmy meals taking place at Cherry from La Cocina.
Street. So after about a year of eating there I
To me, her food
have become disappointed with my options,
were way
as I am sure many ofyou have. Even though
re. Honestly,
we have to eat there for the rest of the year, I think her choices
here are some of the ways to make your food had way too much
a little more exciting.
healthy food in
Have you ever been so distraught by the them, but to her
lack of choices for a meal at Cherry Street they were perfect.
that you just end
In addition, she was never bored with the
choices at Cherry Street because she would
always mix it up. For those of you who have
to watch your budget, (i.e. just about all of
us) she would often get charged less because
the cashiers did not know what to make of
a cookie to it. Or her concoctions.
For the most part these tips on how to eat
is granola-like at Cherry Street have to deal with healthier
cereal available that makes a pretty good items, so this next one is for those of you
topping. You could also just add any kind of who love hamburgers. While many things
cereal to the frozen
in Cherry Street maybe
That
yogurt.
lacking, their hamburgadded
makes
the
ers
are one of the few
something
way to get a
frozen yogurt no lonthat I truly enjoy,
is to just at being from Calivariety
compare every
each rnia II eat
get a little bit
the frozen yogurt and
to In n' Out,
irger
because let's face it; they
making a float with
station."
it. Take some frozen
are pretty much the best
yogurt in a cup
burgers on the planet.
add your favorite soda to the mix, whether it
So in order to bring a little bit of home to
is diet Pepsi, Pepsi, or Root Beer. You don't Cherry Street, I put Thousand Island dressing
have to do it just with the vanilla flavor, try on the burger. Obviously, it is not as good as
it with the chocoIn n' Out, but it does make a plain hamburger
late. A chocolate
much better.
and Pepsi combinaOne final option is to make your own chili
tion makes a mean
fries. On the days that chili is served, just get
an order of fries from The Grill, cover them
with chili, and get some cheese and onion
Finally, one ofmy
from
favorite uses of the
La Cocina on top.
to
next
time you find yourself starving but
frozen yogurt is
So
a
side
order
of
are
not
temptedby any ofthe obvious choices
get
fries and then dip
of Cherry Street, think of what you could do
the fries in the frodifferently and try something you would not
zen yogurt. It definitely does not compare have thought ofbefore.
to dipping your fries in a milkshake, but it
does get the job done. It is the perfect blend

Staff Writer

■on

Ks

offoods
from

I have a friend who knew how to make
the salad bar work for her. She would take
whatever had been the soup of the day, and
then go to the salad bar and fill her soup with
fresh peas or corn or various fresh vegetables.
But watch out and do not
put too many vegetables in
the soup because it could
become overwhelming.
Speaking of salads, I recently witnessed a woman
making the most of the
medium salad bowl. Her
salad was at least five
inches up from the rim
of the bowl. There was
lettuce, tomatoes and carrots, arranged perfectly, with the cucumbers
around edge of the bowl, as sort of a support
system for the rest of the salad. I was in awe
of this masterpiece of food, and was tempted
to walk up and commend her for such a good
job working the system.
There of course is the worry that if you
have an overflowing salad, that it will fall

bite. To solve that
problem just get an
extra paper plate and
it after you sit down.
Another way to get a variety of foods is
to just get a little bit from each station. The

tings

The cast of Top Girls represent characters as varied as a
female pope and a 13th century concubine turned Buddist
nun, all with the goal of sucess in patriarical societies.

Top

Written by Caryl Churchill, SU's production of
"Top Girls" is a must see. Showing Feb. 21-26, Monday-Saturday at 7:30p.m., with additional showing
Feb. 26 & 27 at 2:30p.m. the play will be held in
The Vachon room

and faculty, with
general admission at $9.

Call 1-206-2965360 for tickets.
Photo by William Hurd

The cast of Top Girls; (l-r) Lisa Guerricabeitia (Waitress/Kit/
Shona), Jessica Souphanavong (Lady Nijo/Win), Katie Manteca
(Patient Griselda/Joyce/Mrs.Kidd), Emma Wilkinson (Dull Gret/
Angie), Chrissy Chin (Marlene), Kristyn Bitner (Isabella Bird/
Jeanine/Nell) and Molly Tomhave (Pope Joan/Louise).

Student Artist:
Greg Boudreau
Cover Editor
What do you play and for how long?
I've been playing music since my freshman
year of high school. I was primarily a bassist
until my senior year when I began songwriting. Since thenI've been working mostly on
acoustic solo performances and developing
my songwriting.
As ofrecently I'vebeen collaborating with
other artists to take this song writing to the
next level. I'm playing battle of the bands
this Friday, performing in the band Milk
and Honey.
What other art or music form would you
want to master?
Within music, I'd love to develop my drum
skills. Outside of music, painting.
Past work and credentials?
I've been playing with bands since I started
playing. Most notably I played bass in the
bands Imber and Outdoor Shag. I've been
developing my solo work for three years
now and have self recorded and released
two EPs and one full length album, "Tell
the World."

Girls

Sophomore Ben Sellon,
creative Writing

Greatest set-back
as a musician?
Getting caught up in
other activities and not
giving songwriting the
time that it deserves.

■Vhat

is one thing

t you would change

about the culture surrounding music?
One problem that I
see in the music community is the lack of
an open mind. People
have a tendency to
shut themselves within
boundaries and not
extend themselves beyond. I'd challenge
others to expose themselves to other thoughtful and creative music.

Photo by Greg Boudreau

Catch Sophomore Ben Sellon's performance at Battle of the Bands this Friday.
He will be playing with Milk and Honey.

Do you feel thatyour
major helps your art
at all?
I feel my major is very beneficial to my

art.andCrwetivĺ

doescntiu writng

"Another

Photo by William Hurd

Arts
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Bright Eyes elicits a variety of opinions Upcoming
Greg Boudreau

Cover Editor
Lily Ko
Guest Writer
This past Thursday, Feb. 17, indie-rock
champions, Bright Eyes, played the Paramount Theater in support of their latest
release, "I'm Wide Awake, It's Morning"
(Saddle Creek Records).
Debuting at 10 and 15, respectively, on
the Billboard music charts, Bright Eyes
is proving that you don't have to play the
major game to be successful. Two Spectator
Staffmembers went to the performance and
tackled the question-was it a good show?

but their live set is just the same line-up
of musicians playing the same instruments
for every song. And not every song needs
a slide guitar in it. I feel that Bright Eyes
becomes just another alt-country band live,
not the amazing indie-rock masters they are.

Lily: Hmm... I'd agree with the beginning
of that, but just another alt-country band live?
I wouldn't quite go that far. He's a solir 1
performer and theband is very gooH
live, I think it's nice that hp
tours a lot and it seem'
like he always h?"
different mus
cians an'3

tour with Bright Eyes so they can play

the good songs... without a slide guitar.

Lily: The Faint and Bright Eyes would
be a show I would not want to miss, surely.
However, that would be strange. It's about
time Saddle-Creek does a tour though.
Man, how sweet would that be! But, I trust
'hey had their reasons for performing
'hose songs. The "Lifted" tour had to
'iave an assortment of songs because
hat was his first "huge" album.
Greg: But the kids at the
how... I've never been so
ut-hipped in my life!

;

Lily: I think it was a good show, but I thint
a lot of stuff goes into that, not just the .
bands and their performances.

Lily: Really? Then
either you're not hip
enough, or you don't go to
enough shows, or I guess both.

Greg: Like what?

Lily: Well, it's kind ot
the entire evening. You
need to be in the right
mood for the show and then
there's the venue, the crowd,
the line-up, etc. I think Bright
Eyes performed well, it was a
good first experience at the Paramount for me, but the line-up was
eh. Also, the set list was eh.
-

-

Greg: I thought the show was all right. As
much as I like Bright Eyes, I think that I prefer to listen to them on CD and not live.
Lily: Ah, I beg to differ. I think Conor

[O'berst, singer/songwriter] is great live and
I like how the music sounds very much like
the recordings, but it is still live. I think after
seeing him live you might appreciate the
recordings more, I guess.
Greg: See, the thing is that the albums are
great because they are so dynamic. Conor
varies the songs by using different recording methods or instruments, track to track,

c o m
pletely different set-list to
perform. I just think it's
really nice that his voice is
so on during his live songs. And
really, there is something about "Conor
O'berst" and justputting the face to the music gives a little something to the live show.
-

Greg: But he didn't play any of the songs
from "Digital Ash in a Digital Urn," how
was the show supposed to help my enjoyment of that album? Or "Fevers and Mirrors," or "Lifted." All I got from the show
was that "I'm Wide Awake, Its Morning"

songs can have a slide guitar in every one.

Lily: Hence the different tours. Gregory,
you know you're scene enough to know
that there is one tour to promote one album.
Greg: You know, I went to the Lifted
tour and it was just a bunch of songs for
old albums. I think The Faint needs to

Greg: I am totally hip enough to be at Bright
Eyes. But shows at The Paramount-come on,
I must have lost some scene points for going
to something that big. Didn't No Doubt play
there? I'm going to have to go catch The Unicorns at the Crocodile Cafe to compensate.

Lily: I think the venue was awesome.
Being on the floor, it didn't even feel like
there was a balcony so the crowd wasn't too
overwhelming. I liked how it was packed up
frontand then spread out in the back.And the
stage and the theater just fit the performances.
It was indie-fancy and very Bright Eyes.
Greg: My favorite part of the show
was the multi-band cover of "Leaving
on a Jet Plane" (John Denver) for (he finale. It was a solid finishing song, and I
didn't even notice the slide guitar in it!

must-see
Event:
Mates of State @
Chop Suey Saturday!
Mates of State
with Aqueduct and Smoosh
Chop Suey
(1325 E. Madison)
Sat., Feb. 26
Doors at 6pm

All-ages, $10
Lily Ko
Guest Writer
"Are you going to Mates of State?!"
"Uh, I haven't really heard of them."
This was somewhat shocking to me
considering the friend I was speaking with
knows his music and also because I had
always thought of the Matesof State as one
of those older indie-rock bands. I thought
they were one of those bands that "everyone" knew about, but that's not the case.
The married duo ofKori Gardner (organ,
vocals) and Jason Hammel (drums, vocals)

have been around since 1997 making some
tunes and playing some gigs, but that's the
thing they're not huge.
Starting out in the Midwest and then
moving over to San Francisco, they've kept
the whole indie appeal by not becoming
"too big" and justmaking sweet music. Now
that's not to say that they're unheard of or
that they don't have a solid fan base, but
they're still just that indie band that hasn't
even mastered the "indie scene." But they
do deserve to be that band, they've held
their own for a good deal of time now and
they are a good band.
That's to say that whether you like them
or not, you shouldbe able to say that you've
heard of them. With three full-length releases, their music ranges from mellow,
somewhat dreary tunes to some dancy poprock songs. The word on the street is that
although their recordings are great their
live shows are bomb.
As they put it, "We love playing live.
That's where it's at" And this Saturday it's
at the Chop Suey.
-

Lily: Drat! You beat me to it! That was
MY favorite part! It was a most excellent
last song/cover. By that, of course, I mean it
was expected that the last song of the encore
would be a cover because that is just how it
goes nowadays.

DVD's every college student
should have in their collection

-

Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
Here is a list of whatI like to think are the
mostpopular D VDs among college students.
How many times haveyou andyourfriends
been bored, popped in a DVD and been able
to quote the entire movie from start to finish? This top 10 is for you.

10. Napoleon Dynamite
This soon-to-be-classic is a guaranteed
laugh no matter what. Laughing at the misfortunes of a sad, gawky teenager makes us
all yearn for the days of high school dances
with poofy sleeves and brown suits. Well, not
really. Vote for Pedro!
9. Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
Johnny Depp stars as a crazy, drug abusing journalist recalling his crazy trip in Las
Vegas. Look for famous celebrities who were
nobodies and watch for Depp to fall off the
carousel bar. Circus Circus will never look
the same again.

8. The Lord of the Rings Trilogy
Who can resist a loveable hobbit in desperate need ofapedicure? The Lord of the Rings
is a classic, with amazing imagery and a cult
fascination that leaves some watching hours
of extra commentary and documentary, and
others to learn imaginary languages.

7. Dirty Dancing
Patrick Swayze gyrating in tight pants is
enough to add this to my list. This movie
makes you want to get up and salsa. Just
remember "no one puts Baby in a corner."
-

6. The Matrix Trilogy
These are ones to watch over and over
again, because you'll miss something every
time. The Matrix is so amazing that it makes
even Keanu Reeves look like a decent ac-

4. Fight Club
Brad Pitt has never been hotter then as the
deranged leader of the Fight Club. If you
haven't seen this yet, watch it now.
3. Sex and the City Box Set
This one is for the ladies, and all the men
not afraid of their masculinity. Sex and the
City is hilarious to watch over and over again
over a tub ofBen and Jerry's and a breakup.
And yes, Carrie is everyone's alter ego.

2. Scarface
You have to appreciate this favorite drug
gangster movie. Most guys can quote it
forwards and backwards, and it is always
a popular choice when looking for a movie
to watch on a late night procrastinating
homework.

tor.

5. American Pie
This traditional teen movie still makes me
laugh, and the dirty humoris enough to make
it still funny. Jason Biggs and apple pie...
what could be better?

1. Super Troopers
Ultimate fun movie that is hilarious every
single time. Thorny, Rabbit, Mac and Foster
never fail to make a whole room laugh at
their crazy antics. If nothing else, buy this
movie.

Don't Forget!!
Battle of the Bands this
Friday in the Campion
Ballroom! Doors @ 7
p.m., performances @ 8
p.m. Come support

fellow
classmates and their
musical endeavors!
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WEEKIt UPDATE

A// questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu!

ASSU Working for You! Check out the latest projects:
*

Stay tuned New desks coming to a classroom near you in the
Administration and Bannan buildings!
-

*

Want to see a YEARBOOK published?

Give feedback to your ASSU Reps or any SPECTATOR Staff Member!

The College of Arts & Sciences
Scholastic Competition

JOlfl IOCJCIhCI If! IhC
Oil6"TO"f IVC ! CflHlPflllGn
•■.
&
with Seattle Univor/ity
Seattle Pacific Univer/ily !
,

•■■

M

■■

■■■

Submit Academic work from March 1 April 1, 2005
in the Dean's office of the College of
and Science&
-

ft

•

submission categories induct
Humanities, Social Sciencs and Fine Arts

Uniting lo raise money lo support
■ ■
Ih© T/Unomi Relief

c,.
u
A
The Dean s Award
for o
Outstanding Scholarship
Arts and Sciences- a prize of $500

~.

»

»

*»..■■■

j»

j

~

■.

«

*

*o,e«»ed by Student, fo. T,unomi

,

Campion Ballroom
Doors open at 6:10 p.m.
Program besins at J p.m.
Tickets on sale Monday, Feb. 18
%f 3 s|||dents w/|D S| S Bener a| admission

@

.

296-6047

See 8 o? StTs Cop beotds dulse iU ouU ccUz

BAHIDS (B-O.BJ

Feb. SS Gcm*pion Ballj?oont
@

,

Saturday, March 11,1005

.

Dooi?s open

the

United Filipino Club presents...
Barrio Fiesta 1005
"Sirko ng Kaluluwa: lsa M
(Circus of the Soul: One)

Relief in conjunction «ith Mill!

&ATZGU& OF

in

•

.

Questions? Contact SEAC

Bs

.

~

hrowne6@seattieu.edu

Completion of the project scheduled for fIIfIRCII 5
lupport IU in the IU ys. IPU Basketball gome!
father lundbora & IPU President Dr. Phil Eaton will
present the donations.
...

,

Questions? Contact Robin Brown at

««kai
mm.
Who: fill Uncleared & Crciclm lluclenl/
of «■■
IU & IPU
lUhol: fl t unclrcii/er benefiting (he t/unctmi relief
When: f€B. M-mnRCH 5
Where: IU & IPU campuses
IU campus siles: lludenl Center. Piaott. lullixan
___.

~

7 p.m. Sliow begins

$5 ppesdle (dVetfletble

@

@

8 p.n*.

ftlte eAC)

[Some beverages ctVciiletble iMifelt 8 gognts off TO]

Marketplace
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IUU. For Sale

Classifieds

200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
400. Services

Change
Your Life

500. For Rent

P/T Nanny. Tuesday afternoons. RAVENNA. Care
for two year old & baby
brother. Nursing students
encouraged. $1 I/hour.
Contact Diana 206-5230363
Addressers wanted immediately! No Experience
necessary. Work at home.

•

•

•

•

•

Master of Arts in Counseling

Master of Arts in Marriage and Family Therapy
Master of Arts in School Counseling
Master of Science in School Psychology
Certificate programs available

503-554-6166

1

Chcincrßy
Best Babbie
Tea in Seattle!

<h

100 12 Ave, #101- Seattle, WA 98122
Across from the Xavier Residence Hall"
Call for take-out: (206) 324-2324
&

I

1

(Offer valid with coupon only; expires 02/2S/0S)

George

Writers

basement next to
The Cave.

,

Fox

UNIVERSITY

Meetings: Tuesday
Night @ 7 P.M. In
the Spectator office,
located in Campion

-

FREE 12-oz. Coffee with any hot ]
Breakfast Sandwich order

I.

Volunteer

-

I'm Steven Klein. LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $995.
I can answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

Hs

10% offany Hot Entree Bubble
Tea combo take-out order

'J

Wanted

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

Thai Green Curry] J*- 4jm mm
Chicken Salay K~^**mJ&
Tonkalm
Bk
Sandwiches
& Much more!
!j3r

(Offer valid with coupon only; expires OZT

with a counseling degree from George Fox University

counseling.georgefox.edu

ABOUT US

t|S! Wm&-

difference

and make a

online.com Thank You!

Call 405-447-6397

-£&|jfcjj|W

600. Misc.

If you have any questions
about Advertising or Business concerns, please call us
at 206-296-6474. Fax number is 206-296-6477. To
Advertise in THE SPECTATOR, please e-mail all ads
to adinfo@seattleu.edu. All
rates & publications dates
are online at www.spectator-

200

Come by and you
'will have a greaL

Sp:RF

Scandinavia
Scandinavian Airlines is now offering wireless Internet
service on non-stop flights to Scandinavia
Sample roundtrip airfares from

time!

London

$401

Stockholm

$497

Amsterdam

$497

j

*Nothing down and nothing due for 90 days on a new Toyota, that is!

Seattle to:

■■■[
Scandinavian AHnes

These Student Airfares
S* available only at:
■—
i
■—

.

"^

Bk™

—

At Toyota, you get a GREAT factory offer. If you will graduate from college within the
next six months and show proof of future employment, with a start date within
120 days of your purchase, you can take delivery of a new Toyota with
$0 down and NO payments for 90 days 1 plus a $400 rebate! 2

StudentUniverse.com

,

MAKE I
YOUR

f"f*

-AM

%Beach
"Bahamas

See your participating Western Washington Toyota Dealers todayl
Beilevue

Puyatiup

Toyota
ofPuyallup
Everett

wood

Magic
Toyota

Toyota
Seattle

Toyota

of Seattle

Renlon

Toyota

of Kirkiand

Toyota
Lynn

Bodland

Kirkiand

Michael's

Titus-Will

Toyota

Toyota

OSympia

Tacoma

Toyota
ofOlympia

Toyota of

Lake City

Toyota
of Lake City

Burien

Tacoma

Burlington

Burien

Foothills

Toyota

Bellingham

Port Angel&s

Toyota

Wilson

Tacoma

Bob Bridge

Toyota

Air

Toyota

Auburn

Boxon

Toyota

Wilder

Five Star

Chehalis

Toyota

Toyota

Toyota

■

I

$569 »Jamaica

at the Colony Club Resort

Air

+

$509

1 week at the Hotel Montego

Bremerton

Aberdeen

-

1 week

Heartland

1-5

1. Any new Toyota 5.1% APR for 60 Months $19.08 per $1,000 borrowed. No down payment with approved credit through Toyota Financial Services. Not all customers wiO qualify for lowest rale depending on
model and credit approval see dealer for terms and conditions. No money down and no monthly payments lor 90 days: Toyota Financial Services College Graduate Program is available on approved credit to qualified customers leasing or financing the purchase of new untitled Toyota models through participating Toyota dealers and Toyota Financial Services. Some restrictions apply. Program may not be available in al states.
First payment may be deferred for 90 days; finance charges acaue from contract date. Deferred payment not available in Pennsylvania. 2. $400 toward purchase or (ease ot a new Toyota to qualifying graduates: Rebate offered by Toyota Motor Sales, U.SA, Inc. Rebate win be applied on lease contracts, first
toward the amounts due at lease signing or delivery, with any remainder to the capatilized cost reduction, and toward the down payment on finance contracts. Finance ex lease contract must be dated between Apnl 1,2004 and March 31. 2005. Only available on new untitled Toyota models. College Graduate
Rebate Program is subject to change or termination at any time. See your participating dealer for details. Toyota Financial Services ts a service mark of Toyota I
Motor Credit Corporation & Toyota MotorInsurance Services, Inc. Dealer participation in this rebate program may increase vehicle price before rebate. FOR I
BOTH 1 4 2 A Documentary Service Fee up to $35 may be added to vehicie pnee. Subject to availability. Individual dealer prices may vary. Vehicle ID
IOyOtS.COITI
numbers available upon request. Must take retail deJivery from new dealer stock by 03/31/05. See participating dealer for details.
-

+

"Barcelona
Air

+

$598 »London-Paris $587

5 nights at Hostel Del Mar

wtinL Alternative
»Costa Rica $808

Air 2 nts. stay at Best Western in
San Jose, then 4 nts. stay in Manuel
Antonio. Airport and hotel transfers
included.
+

Package! include

roundtrip airfare from Philadelphia and
accommodations. Subject to change and availability.
Taxes and other applicable fees not included.

Air 3 nts. at Astor Hyde Park in
London. Then train to Paris and
3 nts. at the Aloha Hostel
+

»Punta Cana $980
Air 3 nightsat the Puma Cana
Beach Resort
+

Ilurfjl
■%■

W

■

am . m §
w\ Jl
1 m r"
MM
I

V

I

I www.statravel.com
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FOOTNOTES

CAMPUSVOICyEo:ud

So.whatink

happened to the Unicorn?

by Greg Boudreau

ONELYHARTS

MISSL

Are

you in

do you

trouble?

need help?

Write to Miss Lonely Hearts
AND SHE WILL HELP YOU.

LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,

think we all grew up andforgot
about them. I never really liked
thatfantasy stuff anyways.

"/
"/

turned 12."

"

James Cowan,
Junior, History and Economics

We are sick of "Miss Lonely Hearts." It's not funny
and no one reads it. We'd rather see more "campus
voice" than a bunch of crap made up by staff members ofThe Spectator. If this is some kind of inside

joke it's not funny.
Sincerely,
Lisa Sargent
Adrian John
Amy Howell
and many other readers

Lydia Laurer,
Junior, Design

I hoped that it would not come to this. I hoped
from the bottom of my heart that this column would
never need explicating, especially by the author. It
is hard for me to pinpoint exactly what makes the
column so inscrutable and detestable, but it has certainly been both of these things to many people.
First of all, I would like to say that this growing
recognition, negative though it is, must indicate
success. Also, there has been much positive recognition, but positive people often lack the incentive
to make their voices heard. So it goes.
The column is not an inside joke, hatched by some
secret Spectator coterie, but rather a small, weekly piece of public, interactive art in which the SU
community can share and participate. Most of the
staff of The Spectator would not even know me if
they saw me. Its initial inspiration came from a
book with which it shares its title, written by Nathanael West in 1933. I will refrain from discussing
the book in detail, other than saying that it is phenomenal. Plus, it is extremely short, a major plus
for those ofyou who feel like you are being left on
the outside of some inside joke.

"I see them everyday, frolicking in
the clouds with Rainbow Brite and
the mushroom children."

R

Dakota Holbert,
homore, Visual Arts

"I'm sorry, I don't do drugs.

"

Roy Powell,
Visual Arts, Junior
"Trapped in a Lisa Frank Folder.
Julia Crain,
Public Affairs, Junior
"We stopped caring about mythology
and all those things that make you
believe in magic horses with horns.

P.S. To those of you who wrote actual letters, I am
grateful, and I will respond to them next week. Except for the person who keeps nagging about "Little
House On The Prairie," your letter will be burned.

"

Jess Ardern-Wilson,
Junior, Marketing

"

I would like to invite you all to write to me with
anything that is on your mind. Most often I will respond with something other than plain and simple
advice. However, there is some extremely valuable
therapy in writing something under the mask of anonymity. Remember, no one knows who you are,
so who cares if your problem is turned on its head
and beat like a pinata? Isn't that what you want, for
your problem to be trivialized? And if you have no
notable problems, write me anyways. Write mock
problems; write your mother's problems; write the
problems of the ICC and Kofi Annan; write the
problems of Jesus himself. I don't care what you
write, but write, and be able to understand satire
when you see it, and then watch your sorry little
problems be exposed as what they are: nothing.

boudreg@seattleu.edu

